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I. Preface 
The goal of this dissertation is to value Cimentos de Portugal, SGPS, S.A, hereon stated as 
Cimpor. In order to do that, the main valuation methods and theories will be reviewed and 
consequently applied to deliver an investment recommendation regarding FY2012 stock price.  
 
The structure of this dissertation is divided into eight main sections: 
I. In the first section -executive summary- an equity research report will be presented 
summarizing Cimpor’s valuation as well as my final recommendation; 
II. In section two -literature review- I will start by explaining the main role of valuation 
and then discuss the five major steps to value a firm (understanding the business, 
forecasting company performance, selecting the valuation model, converting forecast 
into valuation and making the investment decision);  
III. In the third section, a detailed analysis of Cimpor will be presented covering the 
following topics: history, geographic diversification, growth strategy, shareholder 
structure, share performance and dividend policy; 
IV.  In the fourth section, an overview of cement industry will be done including an analysis 
of both past trends and future perspectives. Moreover, the main players and the Porter’s 
five forces analysis will be introduced; 
V. Section five will show the main macroeconomic indicators needed to perform the 
valuation; 
VI. In section six, Cimpor’s valuation will be computed through a DCF WACC based 
approach. In addition, a sensitivity analysis will be done as well as a relative valuation 
using EV/EBITDA and P/E multiples; 
VII. In section seven, my own assumptions and results will be compared with an equity 
research report from BPI; 
VIII. Finally, in the last section the main conclusions achieved will be summarized.  
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1. Executive Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Equity Research   Msc in BA- Major in Finance 
	  Cimpor 
Building Materials 
Student: Tomás Peixe 	  
Company Report 
September 5TH 2012 	  
Protected by emerging markets 
  Emerging markets growth… 
                            …Offset Iberia contraction 
 
 
• We initiate our coverage on Cimpor with a target price of 5,16€, 
which represents a 6% downside potential comparing with the 
current price of 5,50€ 
 
• Cimpor’s solid operational results are a consequence of its 
geographical diversification (12 countries) and high exposure to 
emerging markets (78% of firm’s EBITDA) 
 
• Cement consumption growth in emerging markets tends to be 
better than developed markets 
 
• EBITDA margins continue at the top of the industry 26% 
 
• Investment grade sustained and risk decoupled from sovereign. 
 
 
Company description 
Cimentos de Portugal - Cimpor is a Portuguese company that is ranked 
among the world top ten cement producers. In 2011 Cimpor employed 
8255 employees with revenues of 2275€ million and a production 
capacity of 36,6 million tons. 
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2. Literature Review
2.1. The Role of Valuation 
Understanding the tools to value a company as well as identifying its value drivers are 
mandatory fundamentals for anyone involved in the corporate finance field (Fernandez 2007). 
Damodaran (1994) also shares this view by saying, “knowing the value of an asset and what 
determines that value is a prerequisite for intelligent decision making”. 
 
Despite the fact that valuation methods can be applied for a wide range of purposes such as 
mergers and acquisitions, identification of value drivers or to make strategic decisions 
(Fernandez 2007), this dissertation will be only focused on equity valuation. 
 
The main scope of equity valuation is to help investors selecting stocks, especially 
fundamental analysts who believe that “the true value of the firm can be related to its financial 
characteristics: its growth prospects, risk profile and cash flows” (Damodaran 1994). 
Fernandez (2007) explains fundamental analysis as the valuation practice that “compares the 
value obtained with the share’s price on the stock market and to decide whether to buy, sell or 
hold the shares”.    
 
In the recent decades, with the automation of stock exchanges and increasing popularity of 
stocks, more people has been discussing which is the best way to make investment decisions. 
This discussion started in 1934 when Benjamin Graham and David Dodd wrote Security 
Analysis for “all those who have a serious interest in security values”. In their book they 
considered that even taking into account the subjectivity of valuations and the difficulties to 
forecast companies performances, it is better to “invest based on a valuation method than in 
superficial analysis, market popularity, or business anticipations of short term”. They also 
highlighted that valuation methods are not supposed to present quick gains but should be used 
within a long-term perspective.      
2.2. The Valuation Process 
Penman (2001) defines fundamental analysis as the method that values a company through 
analyzing information and consequently extrapolating forecasts from that information. This 
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process, according to Stowe, Robinson, Pinto and McLeavey (2002) can be divided in the 
following 5 steps: 
I. Understanding the business;  
II. Forecasting company performance; 
III. Selecting the valuation model; 
IV. Converting forecast to valuation; 
V. Making the investment decision. 
 
In this dissertation points 3 and 4 will be analyzed together since the process to convert 
forecast into valuation depends on the valuation model chosen. 
2.2.1. Understanding the Business 
Understanding the business model of the company as well as the industry in which the firm 
operates is one of the primary tasks for any analyst (Penman 2001). Before starting 
forecasting the company performance or choosing the valuation model, it is necessary to 
study not only the past financial statements but also the firm’s strategic plan which can allow 
us to clearly understand the firm’s product, the technology required during the production 
process and also legal framework. In addition, analysts must be capable of anticipating the 
demand and knowing if the industry has excess capacity (Penman 2001). Porter’s five forces 
and SWOT are some useful frameworks to evaluate the attractiveness of the industry and help 
analysts identifying if the company has any competitive advantage towards its competition. 
Regarding the importance of this step, Damodaran (1994) stated, “investors who understand a 
business well are in a better position to value it correctly.”  
2.2.2. Forecasting Company Performance 
“Forecasting a firm’s anticipated financial performance is an essential ingredient in equity 
valuation” (Ohlson and Zhang 1999). Actually, predicting the company’s future performance 
is one of the most important aspects in any valuation process (Givoly and Lakonishok 1984) 
since it will affect the final valuation and it should reflect the analyst perspective about the 
firm.  
 
In practice, the forecasting step must include two different types of analyses. The first one 
regarding the macroeconomic environment in which the company is involved and the second 
one about the firm’s financial characteristics (CFA Institute 2009). Here, there are two 
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possible approaches: top-down and bottom-up forecasting.  The former consists in firstly 
study the overall economic environment, then look to the industry and finally forecast the 
individual company performance. The later is exactly the opposite since it looks first to 
individual companies performances, therefore it aggregates all the companies to predict the 
industry future and finally it projects the macroeconomic indicators. 
 
During this step, analysts should use all information available besides being quantitative 
(accounting information) or qualitative (strategic plans, news, analyst’s opinion about the 
business or the management team). In fact, the usage of qualitative information is one reason 
for the results presented by Givoly and Lakonishok in 1984 that have shown that “financial 
analysts’ forecasts of earnings (…) are significantly more accurate than predictors made by 
naïve models that merely extrapolate from past earnings trend”.   
2.2.3. Selecting the Valuation Model & Converting Forecast to Valuation 
At this stage, analysts already have their estimations about future payoffs, however in order to 
make an investment decision it is necessary to convert those payoffs in one single value. For 
this reason, in this step, it is mandatory to choose which valuation model should be used. In 
fact, Damodaran (1994) defends that “pick the right model” as well as “understanding how to 
use the model” are crucial aspects to achieve a decent valuation. 
 
Here, analysts can follow one of the four main approaches: discounted cash flows, relative 
valuation, returned based methods or option-pricing models. This choice should be consistent 
with the final purpose of the valuation and based not only on the characteristics of the valued 
firm but also on the information available.  
 
For the purpose of this dissertation, only the first three methods will be discussed since the 
last one – option-pricing – is more applicable in firms that are in financial distress, in natural 
resources industries or to value patent products. As Cimpor does not fit in any of these 
situations, this method will not be applied. 
2.2.3.1. Discounted Cash Flows 
This approach views the value of a firm as the present value of future cash flows (Damodaran 
1994). This means that forecasted cash flows should be discounted for the time value since 
people prefer returns today rather than in future and for its riskiness due to the uncertainty of 
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the predictions (Penman 2001). In fact, Fernández (2007) views this approach as the most 
conceptually “correct” and in his opinion that is the reason why nowadays this method is the 
most widely used.  
 
DCF valuation relies on four main inputs: predicted cash flows, growth rates of those cash 
flows, discount rates and finally the opinion about when the company will achieve the 
maturity stage (Damodaran 2009)   
 
In this method, it is possible to value a company into two distinct ways: from an equity 
perspective or from the firm’s point of view. In the first one the analyst values only the equity 
stack whereas in the second one the entire firm is valued and the net debt subtracted in order 
to get the equity value (Damodaran 1994).  
 
Regarding the equity standpoint, the valuation can be obtained from two different approaches: 
dividend discount model (DDM) or free cash flow to equity (FCFE). Concerning the firm 
perspective, the valuation can be achieved either through free cash flow to firm (FCFF) or 
adjusted present value (APV). 
2.2.3.1.1. Dividend Discount Model 
This model was created in 1932 by John Williams and represents the oldest attempt to value 
stocks. This model is still used nowadays and defends that the price of a stock is determined 
by the present value of future dividends (Madura 2008). This means that when buying a share, 
investors are expecting to receive two kinds of cash flows, dividends and the price at the end 
of the holding period. Thus, since the selling price must reflect the expected dividends after 
the sale, the valuation of the share is the present value of all these cash flows (Fernandez 
2007). 
 
In the case of firms where it is expected constant dividends, it must be applied the following 
perpetuity formula: 
 
∑
∞=
= +
=
t
1t
e )K(1
)(
  shareper  Value t
tDPSE  
where:  
E(DPSt) = Expected dividend per share in year t 
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Ke = Cost of Equity 
 
In companies where it is expected dividends to grow at a constant annual rate, the Gordon 
Model should be used, as it is shown in the following formula. 
 
g−
=
e
1
K
DPS
  shareper  Value  
where: 
DPS1 = Expected dividend per share in year 1 
Ke = Cost of Equity 
g = Growth rate of dividends forever 
 
The applicability of this model is limited since it only works in dividend paying companies. 
Moreover, according to several analysts the output of the model is only useful if there is an 
understandable relationship between the company’s performance and the amount paid in 
dividends.   
 
Finally, it is also important to notice that empirical evidence shows that companies with 
higher payout ratios do not present growth in the share price (Fernández 2007). This situation 
happens because those companies instead of reinvesting the earnings in new projects, prefer 
to distribute the results to shareholders compromising the firm’s growth.  
2.2.3.1.2. Free Cash Flow to Equity 
This second approach also aims to value equity, however it views the valuation through 
another perspective, which allows the valuation of companies that do not “follow a policy of 
payout their entire FCFE as dividends” (Baker and Powell 2005). Said that, this method 
instead of using dividends, uses FCFE that according to Damodaran (1994) is “a measure of 
what a firm can afford to pay out as dividends” or more specifically “the cash flows leftover 
after meeting all financial obligations, including debt payments, and after covering capital 
expenditures and working capital needs”. The FCFE can be obtained using the following 
formula: 
 
FCFE = Net Income + Depreciation – Capex – ∆ Working Capital – Principal repayments + 
New debt 
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Using this model the valuation is calculated by discounting the expected free cash flows to the 
equity at the correspondent cost of equity as shown in the formula below. 
 
∑
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FCFE  
where:  
FCFEt = Expected Free Cash Flow to Equity in year t 
Ke = Cost of Equity 
g= Growth rate in the FCFE 
 
The cost of equity, one of the main components of the FCFE model, is commonly defined as 
the shareholder’s expected rate of return from an equity investment taking into account the 
firm’s risk profile (Madura 2010).  The estimation of this rate relies on the usage of Capital 
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which is a framework that establishes a relationship between 
the stock return and its non-diversifiable risk (Heller 2010). As shown below, CAPM 
equation needs three inputs: risk-free rate, beta and equity risk premium.  
 
))((R Equity  ofCost f fm RrE −×+= β  
where: 
Rf = Risk-Free Rate 
E(rm) - Rf = Market Risk Premium 
β = Systematic Risk of the Equity 
 
Risk-free Rate 
The risk-free rate is the rate of return of an asset with no default and reinvestment risk, which 
means that the expected return is always equal to the real one (Meyer and Mathonet 2005; 
Damodaran 2008). Said that, Copeland, Koller and Murrin (2000) suggest three acceptable 
government securities that might be used as risk-free rates: treasury bills, the 10-year treasury 
bonds and 30-year treasury bonds.  
 
From these three options they recommend the 10-year treasury bond for several reasons: 
firstly because it matchs up better the duration and time of the cash flows, secondly due to its 
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less sensitive price regarding changes in inflation and finally because its liquidity premium is 
lower than in 30-year treasury bonds.  
 
Damodaran (2012) also defends that risk-free rate and the estimated cash flows should 
correspond in terms of duration as well as the time in which they occur but he also highlights 
the importance of consistency in terms of currency and inflation. Regarding these two aspects 
he argues that both should be measured in the same currency and be both whether in real or 
nominal terms.        
 
Beta 
Betas are measures of systematic risk, which cannot be removed through diversification 
(Rosenberg and Guy 1995). Commonly, the beta is computed by running a regression of stock 
returns against the market returns (CFA Institute 2009). However, the application of this 
method is not consensual since it depends on several choices such as “the index used to 
represent the market portfolio”, “the length of data period and the frequency of observations” 
(CFA Institute 2009). 
 
There is also another approach regarding the estimations of betas, which is recommended by 
Copeland et al. (2000) and consists in using the average unlevered beta of the industry and 
then leverages it using the specific company capital structure. Damodaran (2011) also 
supports this method by arguing that when betas are averaged, the mistakes will also be 
averaged which reduces the noise of the estimation and consequently makes it more accurate.    
 
Equity Risk Premium 
The Equity risk premium is defined as the excess return or premium that shareholders require 
to invest in equity rather than in risk free assets (Dimson, Marsh and Staunton 2002). Actually, 
risk premiums are one of the most debated issues in valuation since there is no consensus 
between academics and practitioners on whether it should be used expected risk premiums or 
estimations from historical data.    
 
Regarding the first approach (expected risk premium), it implies the usage of surveys to 
investors in order to get their expectations. Usually, practitioners due to the difficulty to 
choose a group of investors that perfectly represents the market, do not apply this method and 
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additionally argue that these premium surveys reflect better the recent past than a good 
estimation for future (Damodaran 2011). 
 
The second approach based on historical data is according to Damodaran (2011) and 
Copeland et al. (2000) the most widely used method by analysts. However there are some 
disagreements concerning three aspects: time period, risk-free rate and type of average. In 
terms of time period, Copeland et al. (2000) defends long time periods in order to capture 
different stages of economic environment and also to reduce the measurement errors of 
shorter-term periods. In respect to risk-free rate it was already discussed the main options in 
the previous section. Finally, in terms of which average to use (geometric or arithmetic), I 
strongly believe that it is better to use geometric average, despite both approaches having pros 
and cons. The main advantage of geometric average is that in spite of the asset price model 
being single period, “a compounded growth rate, appears to be a logical choice for estimating 
a required return in a multiperiod context” (CFA Institute 2009).  
2.2.3.1.3. Free Cash Flow to Firm 
The FCFF method is considered to be “the most widely used” (Demirakos, Strong and Walker 
2004). It aims to value the entire company rather than equity stack, which means that it 
includes not only the stockholders but also bondholders and preferred stockholders. 
According to CFA Institute (2009), FCFF “is the cash flow available to the company’s 
suppliers of capital after all operating expenses (including taxes) have been paid and 
necessary investments in working capital and fixed capital have been made” and it can be 
calculated using the following formula. 
 
FCFF = EBIT (1 – T) + Depreciation – Capex – ∆ Working Capital    
 
By using this method, the enterprise value is obtained by discounting FCFF at the weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC).  
 
∑
=
=
+
+
+
+
=
nt
1t
n1
t
t
)1(
)g - (WACC /
WACC)(1
FCFF
  Value Firm n
n
WACC
FCFF  
where:  
FCFFt = Expected Free Cash Flow to Firm in year t 
WACC  = Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
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g= Growth rate in the FCFF 
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where: 
WACC = Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
Ke = Cost of Equity 
Kd = Cost of Debt 
T = Tax rate 
 
After computing the enterprise value to calculate the equity stack, it is necessary to subtract 
the net debt value. According to Penman (2001) the net debt is “the debt the firm holds as 
liabilities less any debt investments that the firm holds as assets”. This value is reported in the 
balance sheet at book value but usually the market value can be found in the footnotes of 
financial statements (Penman 2001). 
 
The WACC approach is still the most used model because of its simplicity. In fact, it only 
uses the debt to equity ratio target instead of requiring the estimation of debt level and interest 
payments on yearly basis (Ruback 2000). According to Luehrman (1997), the acceptance of 
WACC is not because it is the best model but due to the reluctance to change other models 
that he considers better such as APV. One of the main critics appointed to WACC is that it 
only works well in companies with stable capital structure. In firms with debt to equity ratios 
constantly changing it is extremely difficult to calculate these ratios on a yearly basis in order 
to compute several WACCs (Copeland et al. 2005).   
2.2.3.1.4. Adjusted Present Value 
The APV model was developed by Myers (1974) and like WACC it aims to value the entire 
enterprise value. However, as it is possible to see in the formula below, this approach defends 
that the value of the firm is equal to the sum of the unlevered firm value plus the present value 
of tax shields minus the present value of bankruptcy costs. In this sense, this model allows 
different cash flows to be discounted at different discount rates according to its riskiness. 
 
costsbankrupcy  expected of PV  shields tax of PV   valuefirm  Unlevered APV −+=  
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This means that APV discounts cash flows with a Ku, which is calculated using the CAPM 
model with an unlevered beta independent and then adjusts for the costs and benefits of 
financing. 
 
∑
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   valuefirm Unlevered t
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where: 
FCFFt = Expected Free Cash Flow to Firm in year t  
Ku = Unlevered Cost of Equity 
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where: 
Tt = Tax rate in year t 
Dt = Debt in year t 
Kd = Cost of Debt in year t 
 
cost bankruptcy of PV  y)(bankruptc P  costs bankruptcy expected of PV ×=  
where: 
P (bankruptcy) = Probability of bankruptcy 
 
Regarding the discount rate of the tax shields, there is no consensus between academics since 
on one side, there is Myers (1974) arguing that it should be Kd (the risk of having debt is 
similar to the tax savings risk), and on the other side, there is Luehrman (1997) saying that the 
rate should be adjusted when “ companies can meet its debt obligations but can not use tax 
shields” in some situations. 
 
This model presents several advantages; it is more intuitive to understand since it separates 
the financial to the operational side of the company and has more flexibility than WACC as it 
allows the choice of different tax saving profiles and discount rates whereas WACC implies 
restrictive assumptions that many times are not consistent with the firm business model 
(Massari, Roncaglio and Zanetti 2007) (Luehrman 1997).     
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According to Luehrman (1997), the APV approach is the best valuation model since it 
performs well when WACC does not. In fact the advantage of using the APV model is greater 
when valuing companies with “unstable debt ratios, in countries with complex tax legislation 
and in emerging markets where high economic uncertainty makes the leveraging decision 
much more opportunistic”  (Sabal 2008). Thus, the analyst decision about which model to use 
should be mainly based on the firm’s capital structure.   
2.2.3.2. Relative Valuation 
In relative valuation models, the value of a firm or its equity derives from the price of another 
comparable company, using a multiple such as cash flows, earnings, revenues, sales or book 
values (Damodaran 1994). The reasoning behind this method “is that similar assets should be 
sell at similar prices” (CFA Institute 2009), so we are assuming that stock markets are valuing 
firms correctly. Said that, contrary to absolute valuation, by applying this method, analysts 
can only conclude if one stock is over, equally or undervalued relatively to another firm or 
other group of firms. 
 
This method is extremely simple to perform and it determines the firm value by multiplying a 
value driver such as revenues, profits, EBITDA, or other specific industry measure by the 
respective multiple. This multiple is computed by doing an average of the ratios of the 
selected variable of the comparable firms also know as peer group. 
 
According to Damodaran (2010) as well as Eberhart (2004) there are two main challenges to 
perform relative valuation. The first one is to choose the right comparable firms and the 
second one is to standardize the stock price relative to a common variable or multiple.  
 
Regarding the peer group, there is no consensus among academics. For instance, Damodaran 
(2010) argues that “a comparable firm is one with cash flows, growth potential, and risk 
similar to the firm being valued” independently of operating or not in the same industry 
whereas Liu, Nissin and Thomas (2002) concluded that “selecting firms from the same 
industry improves performance for all value drivers”. Goedhart, Koller and Wessels (2005) 
also defend that the starting point should be companies from the same industry but then the 
group should be narrowed taking into account several measures such as return on invested 
capital (ROIC), growth rate, cost of capital and capital structure. Finally, Goedhart et al. 
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(2005) also highlight the importance of knowing the firms’ strategies and its value drivers in 
order to create a good peer group. 
 
Concerning which is the right multiple to use, the solution depends on the characteristics of 
the company itself and the industry in which the firm operates. The most widely used multiple 
is price-to-earning ratios (P/E), however this multiple is commonly criticized by academics 
arguing that it is affected by changes in capital structures and also easily manipulated. 
Goedhart et al. (2005) present enterprise value to EBITDA (EV/EBITDA) as the best 
alternative to P/E because it “includes debt and equity, and EBITDA is the profit available to 
investors”, which became the ratio invulnerable to changes in capital structure. In this sense 
the multiple is only affected by changes in cost of capital. It is also important to notice that 
these authors suggest the adjustment of EV/EBITDA for non-operating items such as: excess 
cash and non-operating assets, operating leases, employee stock options and pensions.    
 
Another important aspect is that forward-looking multiples should be used since Liu et al. 
(2002) concluded that results are more accurate if analysts use forecasts instead of historical 
accounting information.  
 
In conclusion, the main advantages of relative valuation are: it is simple, market related and 
easier to understand which facilitate the communication between analysts and investors; 
whereas the main disadvantages are: the need of several comparable firms in order to create a 
good peer group, the possibility to manipulate multiples and the fact that market can be wrong 
regarding the value of comparable firms. In my opinion this method should always be 
complementary and never a substitute of more complex models such as DCF. 
2.2.3.3. Economic Value Added 
Economic Value Added (EVA) represents an alternative approach created in 1991 by Stern 
Stewart & Co. to measure companies’ economic profits. This method is simple to compute 
and it results from multiplying the invested capital by the difference between return on capital 
and the respective cost (WACC) as it is seen in the formula below. In this sense, a firm is 
creating economic value if it has a positive EVA, which implies a return on capital higher 
than its WACC. 
 
 capital Invested  capital) ofCost  - (ROIC EVA ×=  
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where: 
ROIC = Return on Invested Capital 
 
This method is nowadays gaining several supporters since it is a useful management tool that 
allows managers to confront the return of an investment with its real cost and that way assess 
the impact of decisions on the firm’s future (Mota, Barroso, Nunes and Ferreira 2006).  
 
Stern Stewart & Co. also argue that compared with other measures like EPS, EBITDA and 
ROIC, EVA has the advantage of “measure all the costs of running a business-operating and 
financing”.  Moreover they also highlight the fact that “EVA and Net Present Value are 
arithmetically tie, so companies can be assured that increasing EVA is always a good thing 
for its investors – certainly not the case with EPS or Free Cash Flow”. 
2.2.4. Making the Investment Decision 
At this stage, analysts already computed their valuations of stocks and they only need to 
communicate to investors their recommendation. In order to recommend whether to invest or 
not, it is necessary to compare the valuation produced from the valuation model with the 
current share price. This step can also be called by investment appraisal.   
2.3. Other Issues in Valuation 
2.3.1. Valuation of Cyclical Companies 
In firm valuation, there are some particular cases in which analysts need to pay special 
attention when valuing them. One of those cases are cyclical companies that can be defined as 
firms with volatile earnings which are strongly affected by the overall economic environment 
(Damodaran 2009; Copeland et al. 2005). Since Cimpor operates in an industry where 
earnings are linked to macroeconomic trends, it will be explained why it is more difficult to 
value this kind of companies and also some possible solutions suggested by academics. 
 
Said that, it is important to notice that the main difficulty of valuing cyclical companies is that 
no one can predict the cycle of an industry with accuracy. Damodaran (2009) defends that this 
complexity leads analysts to commit one of two errors. The first possible mistake is to ignore 
the current stage of the economic cycle and use the current performance as the base-year. If 
this approach is not the most appropriate for “regular” companies for sure it is much more 
dangerous in cyclical cases. The second common error is precisely the opposite and it consists 
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in spending most of the time trying to predict long-term macroeconomic cycles (which is 
extremely difficult even in short-term) instead of analyzing the company. 
 
Regarding the solutions to value cyclical companies there are mainly three possible 
approaches: normalized valuations, adaptive growth and probabilistic approach. Concerning 
the normalized valuation hypothesis, it relies on the usage of a normal year instead of using 
the current year performance. A normal year is a year “that represents the mid-point of the 
cycle, where the numbers are neither puffed up nor deflated by economic conditions” 
(Damodaran 2009). In order to compute normalized valued, the same author presents three 
different techniques: absolute average over time, relative average over time and sector 
averages. The second method, adaptive growth, also recognize the importance of 
normalization, however it relies on the idea that cycles can last for long time and 
normalization can take long time to come. So, this approach only uses normalization for long 
term and allows earnings to change in short term. The last approach (probabilistic) is 
according to Copeland et al. (2005) the most adequate for cyclical companies. This method 
like the previous one also uses normalized values for continuing value, however in the short 
term it uses two or more reasonable scenarios taking into account the current cyclical stage, 
previous trends and future perspective. After drawing the scenarios, probabilities should be 
allocated and a weighted average of the scenarios computed.    
2.3.2. Valuation in Emerging Markets 
Since firms, investors and capital are becoming more and more global, there are an increasing 
number of companies to value with operations in emerging markets. These type of markets 
are much more complex to value and require adjustments in valuation models. For instance in 
DFC method, the main fundamentals in emerging markets are the same as the ones in 
developed markets, however it should be paid special attention to three main aspects: the 
impact of inflation on financial analysis and cash flows, the exchange rates and inflation gaps 
and how to take into account the special risks (Copeland et al. 2005). 
 
Concerning the first issue, CFA Institute (2009) alerts for the danger of distortion of both 
financial statements and historical comparisons caused by high-inflation environments. In 
these cases, it is recommended by Copeland et al. (2005) to make the valuation in both real 
and nominal terms. In this way, analysts might expect similar results when valuation is done 
correctly. 
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Regarding exchange rates and inflation, it is important to notice that many times the elements 
of the cash flows are denominated in different currencies. This means that if the exchange rate 
is not adjusted directly to inflation differentials it will cause a deviation of the company 
performance from its long-term trend (Copeland et al. 2005). The same authors also highlight 
the importance to keep in mind two ideas when dealing with this challenge: first that in long-
term the exchange rate adjusts for inflation so the purchasing power parity holds; second that 
in short term periods exchange rates can deviate from the purchasing power parity by 25 
percent. Said that, they defend as a solution that analysts should first analyze if the exchange 
rate is over or under valued comparing with purchasing power parity and then study the 
impact of the that comparison in the company’s profitability.       
 
Finally, James and Koller (2000) present several additional risks that affect valuation of 
emerging market companies such as: macroeconomic uncertainty, illiquid capital markets, 
controls of capital flows, less reliable accounting system, lack of information essential for 
valuation, corruption and political risk. Despite the necessity to reflect these risks in the 
valuation model, there is no consensus between analysts and academics about how to do it. 
On one side, analysts argue that adjustments should be done in the discount rate by adding a 
country risk premium; on the other side there are academics like Copeland et al. (2005) 
defending adjustments in cash flows through a probabilistic DCF approach which reflect the 
risks in several scenarios. This last approach seems to be more intuitive and easier to show the 
impact of the risks in the firm value. 
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3. Cimpor Group 
3.1. Company Profile 
Cimentos de Portugal, SGPS, S.A (Cimpor) is a Portuguese cement company that is ranked 
among the world top ten producers in its industry. It is the 4th largest Portuguese firm in terms 
of market capitalization (€3316,6M)1 and it weights almost 4% of the most important 
Portuguese stock market index (PSI-20).  
3.2. History 
Figure 1: Cimpor Timeline 
Year	   Event	  
1976	   Cimpor	  -­‐	  Cimentos	  de	  Portugal	  was	  created.	  
1983	   All	  plants	  started	  adapting	  the	  produtcion	  process	  to	  replace	  the	  use	  of	  fuel	  oil	  by	  coal.	  
1985	   The	  last	  wet	  production	  process	  is	  changed	  for	  a	  dry	  process.	  
1988	   Ready-­‐mix	  concrete	  business	  is	  restructured.	  
1991	   The	  company	  becomes	  a	  public	  company	  and	  change	  the	  name	  for	  Cimpor	  -­‐	  Cimentos	  de	  Portugal,	  S.A.	  
	  	   The	  precast	  business	  starts	  operating.	  
1992	   Starts	  the	  internationalization	  process;	  The	  Spanish	  company	  Corporación	  Noroeste	  S.A	  was	  acquired.	  
1994	   The	  privatization	  process	  begins	  with	  20%	  of	  shares	  sold.	  	  
	  	   51%	  of	  Cimentos	  de	  Moçambique	  S.A	  was	  acquired.	  
1996	   Second	  stage	  of	  privatization	  process	  with	  more	  45%	  of	  shares	  sold.	  
	  	   Acquired	  55%	  of	  the	  Moroccan	  company	  Ament	  de	  Témara.	  
1997	   Cisafra	  and	  Serrana's	  Group	  were	  acquired,	  leading	  to	  the	  creation	  of	  Sociadade	  de	  Cimentos	  do	  Brasil	  S.A	  .	  
1998	   Third	  stage	  of	  privatization	  process	  with	  25%	  of	  shares	  sold.	  
	  	   Acquired	  Societé	  des	  Ciements	  de	  Jbel	  Oust	  in	  Tunisia.	  
1999	   Acquired	  Brazilian	  Brennand	  Group.	  
2000	   Acquired	  Amreyah	  Cement	  Company	  from	  Egypt.	  
2001	   Last	  stage	  of	  the	  privatization	  process	  with	  the	  remaining	  10%	  sold.	  
2002	   Acquired	  Natal	  Portland	  Cement	  Company	  in	  South	  Africa.	  
2004	   Acquired	  49%	  of	  Angolan	  company	  Nova	  Cimangola.	  
2005	   Acquired	  86,65%	  of	  Cimentos	  de	  Cabo	  Verde,	  S.A.R.L.	  
2006	   Sold	  49%	  of	  Nova	  Cimangola.	  
	  	   Acquired	  40%	  of	  Spanish	  Firmes	  y	  Hormigones	  SANI,	  S.L.	  
2007	   Acquired	  80%	  of	  Cementos	  Otorongo,	  a	  company	  governed	  by	  Peruvian	  law.	  
	  	   Acquired	  the	  Turkish	  comapany	  Yloaç.	  
	  	   Acquired	  60%	  of	  Shandong	  Liuyuan	  New	  Type	  of	  Cement	  Development	  Co.	  Ltd.	  
2008	   Acquired	  73,63%	  of	  Shree	  Digvijay	  in	  India.	  
2009	   Start-­‐up	  of	  a	  new	  concrete	  plant	  in	  Morocco.	  
	  	   Start-­‐up	  a	  new	  cement	  grinding	  unit	  in	  Moroccco.	  
	  	   Start-­‐up	  a	  new	  cement	  grinding	  unit	  in	  China.	  
	  	   Sold	  its	  shares	  of	  Cementos	  Otorongo	  (Peru).	  
2011	   Acquired	  51%	  of	  Cimentos	  de	  Nacala,	  S.A	  (Mozambique).	  
Source: Cimpor's Website 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Source: Bloomberg	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3.3. Cimpor’s Geographic Exposure 
Cimpor started its activity in 1976 operating exclusively in Portugal but since 1992 the firm 
has been diversifying its geographic operations (12 countries) with an high exposure to 
emerging markets which already account for 78% of Cimpor’s EBITDA. Currently, Cimpor 
has 26 plants worldwide with a production capacity of 36,6 million tons of cement per year 
using its own clinker.   
	  
Figure 2: Geographical capacity (2011) 
	  	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Annual Report 2011 	  	  
 
 
Figure 4: Market Share (2011) 	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Annual Report 2011 	  	  
 
 
 
Figure 3: Contribution to EBITDA (2011) 
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Annual Report 2011 	  	  
Figure 5: EBITDA Margin (2011) 	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Annual Report 2011 	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3.4. Products 
The core business of the group is the manufacture and sale of cement, however the firm is 
trying to ensure vertical integration of its business by producing and selling prefabricated 
concrete, granulates and mortars.  
 
Figure 6: Sales break down by product (2011) 	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Euronext Website 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
 
3.5. Company Growth Strategy 
As it was shown before in the firm’s history section, since 1992 the main growth strategy of 
Cimpor was to diversify its portfolio geographically by entering in new markets through 
acquisitions in which the firm invested a total amount of €2,7 billions2. However, recently the 
firm has also been trying to capture the best opportunities to growth organically namely in 
emerging markets where future perspectives in terms of cement consumption are significantly 
better than in developed markets. Said that, in line with Cimpor’s strategy, in 2011 they 
invested in a new cement mill in Mozambique as well as a revamping of two plants one in 
Brazil and another in Egypt. This policy resulted in an increase in terms of capacity from 6,8 
million tons in 1992 to 36,6 million tons in 2011. 
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  Cimpor’s  Institucional Presentation	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Figure7: Evolution of cement production capacity (million tons) 	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Institutional Presentation 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
 
In this growth strategy it is important to highlight the key role played by Brazil that as it was 
seen before already accounts for 34% of Cimpor’s EBITDA. Moreover, operations in this 
country are expected to keep growing since Cimpor is well established in Brazil so they can 
take advantage of the strong investment for FIFA World Cup and Olympic Games and also 
the government program “Minha Casa Minha Vida”. Finally, it is also important to notice that 
Brazil still has low cement consumption per capita.  
3.6. SWOT Analysis    
  Figure 8: SWOT Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.7. Shareholder Structure 
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OPPORTUNITIES 
▪Positive macroeconomic environment in 
most emerging markets 
▪Rising demand for prefabricated products in 
emerging markets 
  
STRENGTHS 
▪ Extensive geographical diversification 
▪ Significant market share in most of the 
markets 
▪Highly efficiency 
▪Solid financial position 
  
WEAK ESSES 
▪Limited access to capital markets for 
Portuguese companies, which constraints 
debt management 
▪Cyclicality of the industry 
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▪Declining demand in Iberia market 
▪Risk of currencies’ devaluation in emerging 
markets 
▪Potential price control by emerging market 
governments: directly (price regulation) or 
indirectly (favoring new entrants) 
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3.7. Shareholder Structure  
The shareholder structure of Cimpor faced a considerable transformation on December 2009 
when Brazilian steel company CSN (Companhia Siderúgica Nacional) failed a cash offer to 
acquire Cimpor at €6,18 per share. In the aftermaths of this offer two other Brazilian 
companies entered in the firm shareholder structure: Votorantim acquired 21,20% from 
Lafarge and Cinveste and Camargo Corrêa bought 32,94% from Teixeira Duarte and 
Bipadosa. Moreover, on February 2010 a voting pact was signed between CGD and 
Votorantin representing 30,8% of the total voting rights. This agreement has a duration of 10 
years and aims the accomplishment of four main goals: shareholder stability; sustained 
development of the firm; maintenance of independence at the corporate structural and cultural 
levels, as a listed company with headquarters in Portugal and the maintenance of the 
investment grade rating level.     
 
Figure 9: Old Shareholder Structure 	  	   	  	   Figure 10: New Shareholder Structure 
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Website and CMVM 	  	   	  	   Source: Cimpor's Website and CMVM 
 
Despite this recent change in the firm shareholder structure, it did not bring the desired 
stability since currently there are two triggers that may lead to a new restructuring phase. The 
first trigger is the obligation of CGD to sell its position since the Portuguese government 
agreed with International Monetary Fund, European Commission and European Central Bank 
to sell its entire industrial portfolio, which includes its stake on Cimpor. The second factor 
that may cause an alteration in the shareholders structure is the decision of CADE (Brazilian 
Competition Authority) that is studying the concentration of the cement sector and since 
Votorantin, Camargo Corrêa and Cimpor have together a market share of almost 60%, they 
may force them to sell part of their stakes. Regarding this issue an agreement (APRO) 
Grupo	  Camargo	  Corrêa	  ,	  32,94%	  
Grupo	  Votorantim	  ,	  21,20%	  Manuel	  Fino,	  10,67%	  
BCP	  Pension	  Fund,	  10,04%	  
CGD	  ,	  9,64%	  
Free	  Float,	  15,50%	  Teixeira	  Duarte,	  22,00%	  
Lafarge,	  17,00%	  
Manuel	  Fino,	  11,00%	  
BCP	  Pension	  Fund,	  10,00%	  
CGD,	  10,00%	  
Bipadosa,	  6,00%	  
Cinveste,	  4,00%	  
Free	  Float,	  20,00%	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between Cimpor, Votorantim, Camargo Corrêa and CADE was signed in which they 
compromised to maintain the Brazilian operations “status quo” until CADE’s final verdict. 
 
Whilst this report was written, Camargo Corrêa through its Intercement Austria subsidiary 
made an offer to acquire the remaining 67,06% of Cimpor by 2,48€ billions. This offer 
represents a price of 5,50€ per share which implies a 10% premium compared with the 
closing price before the offer.           
3.8. Share Performance Outlook 
Historically, Cimpor’s share price has closely followed the PSI-20 performance. However, 
since April 2009, Cimpor’s stock has been outperforming the Portuguese index. The 
outperformance is a result of three main aspects: first the M&A speculation around the firm, 
second the focus on emerging markets that presents better perspectives than developed 
countries and finally its low exposure to European market. In the figure below it is possible to 
observe the Cimpor performance in the last five years as well as to identify the acquisition 
offers in December 2009 and March 2012.  
 
Figure 10: Cimpor's Stock Performance vs. PSI-20 index 	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3.9. Dividend Policy 
Regarding the dividend distribution policy, the goal of Cimpor is to distribute a growing 
dividend per share. However, the achievement of this objective is highly dependent on both 
the Cimpor’s approved strategy and its achieved results. Moreover, the distribution policy is 
subordinated to the maintaining of the investment grade rating. 
 
It is also a firm aim to offer a stable payout ratio and a competitive dividend yield compared 
with Portuguese listed companies as well as international cement firms. The figures below 
illustrate the firm commitment with its dividend distribution strategy.   
 
Figure 12: Gross Dividend per Share (€) 	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Annual Report 2011 	  	   	  	   	  	  	  
Figure 13: Gross Dividend Payout Ratio 	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: Cimpor's Annual Report 2011 	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4. Industry Analysis 
4.1. Cement Industry Overview 
Cement is an essential ingredient to produce concrete, which is the most used building 
material according to World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). In 
this sense, cement plays a crucial role in the development of countries and its demand 
depends on the evolution and practices of the construction industry. Construction sector 
performances as well as cement consumption are extremely linked with the economic 
development of the regions and its economic cycle stage. 
 
Regarding the product itself, cement is made from natural raw materials and can be 
considered a homogeneous and standard product. Cement from different producers can 
generally be interchanged, which makes price and customer service the most important 
differentiator features. In terms of cement’s raw materials, they are geologically widespread 
and plentiful, so it is not likely to happen an overall shortage in the future.    
 
Cement manufacturing is considered one of the most capital-intensive industries since the 
cost of new plants is usually equivalent to 3 years turnovers. According to the European 
Cement Association, the cost of a cement plant is typically higher than €150 million per 
million tones of annual capacity. Furthermore, the modification costs are also high, which 
force managers to cautiously plan the investments and to have a long-term thinking. 
Regarding the energy consumption, the cement production requires 110 KWh of electricity 
and 60 to 130 Kilograms’ per ton produced, which are considered extremely high values. At 
last, in terms of labor force, cement producers call for low amounts of skilled labor since most 
of the process is done automatically by modern machinery. 
 
Finally, transportation costs are another critical issue in this industry given that cement is a 
heavy product. This way according to European Cement Association it is not economically 
viable to transport cement beyond 300 km by land. However, bulk-shipping cost is much 
lower and “now is cheaper to cross the Atlantic Ocean with 35000 tons of cargo than to truck 
it 300 km” (European Cement Association).    
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4.2. Cement Production  
In 2011 the world production of cement achieved a total amount of around 3400 million tons3. 
This value represents a 5% increase compared with 2010 mainly due to the significant growth 
in Middle East and Asia where there was an increase of 7% and 6% respectively. Regarding 
previous years it is possible to verify in the figure below that besides the economic downturn 
in America and Europe, globally the industry has been growing supported by emerging 
countries in Africa, Asia and Middle East. For the next 3 years Credit Suisse predicts that 
cement consumption will keep growing driven by the continuous growth in emerging markets 
and the economic recovery in developed countries. Concerning the utilization rates, the table 
below shows that on average cement industry works at around 75% of its total installed 
capacity and that this value is expected to be maintained in the next few years.   
      
Figure 14: Evolution of cement production  (million tons) 	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   2008	   2009	   2010	   2011	   2012E	   2013E	   2014E	  
Global	   Capacity	   3.532	   3.921	   4.396	   4.612	   4.807	   5.002	   5.059	  
	  	   Utilisation	  Rate	   79%	   76%	   74%	   74%	   74%	   74%	   75%	  
	  	   Production	   2.779	   2.985	   3.265	   3.431	   3.581	   3.708	   3.800	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   7%	   9%	   5%	   4%	   4%	   2%	  
America	   Capacity	   337	   351	   348	   355	   362	   364	   366	  
	  	   Utilisation	  Rate	   75%	   65%	   69%	   69%	   70%	   72%	   75%	  
	  	   Production	   253	   230	   239	   243	   254	   261	   274	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   -­‐9%	   4%	   2%	   5%	   2%	   5%	  
Europe	   Capacity	   544	   558	   574	   586	   599	   614	   629	  
	  	   Utilisation	  Rate	   75%	   60%	   57%	   58%	   58%	   58%	   61%	  
	  	   Production	   408	   334	   329	   337	   348	   354	   386	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   -­‐18%	   -­‐1%	   2%	   3%	   2%	   9%	  
Middle	  East	   Capacity	   201	   227	   245	   264	   279	   291	   302	  
	  	   Utilisation	  Rate	   70%	   67%	   66%	   66%	   66%	   67%	   67%	  
	  	   Production	   141	   152	   162	   173	   184	   195	   202	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   8%	   6%	   7%	   6%	   6%	   4%	  
Africa	   Capacity	   147	   168	   197	   213	   226	   236	   244	  
	  	   Utilisation	  Rate	   90%	   87%	   77%	   73%	   70%	   70%	   70%	  
	  	   Production	   132	   146	   152	   154	   158	   165	   171	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   10%	   4%	   2%	   2%	   4%	   3%	  
Asia	   Capacity	   2.304	   2.616	   3.032	   3.194	   3.340	   3.496	   3.517	  
	  	   Utilisation	  Rate	   80%	   81%	   79%	   79%	   79%	   78%	   79%	  
	  	   Production	   1.845	   2.124	   2.384	   2.523	   2.636	   2.734	   2.767	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   15%	   12%	   6%	   4%	   4%	   1%	  
Source: GCR, International Cement Review, Credit Suisse estimates 	  	   	  	   	  	  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3	  USGS Mineral Program Cement Report	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In the figure below, which presents the cement production by country in 2011, it is possible to 
notice that the three main producers of cement were China with 2000 million tons, India with 
210 million tons and United States with 68,4 million tons. These top three producers are also 
the three most populated countries in the world and together account for 67% of the world 
cement production.      
 
Figure 15: Cement production by country (2011) 	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: USGS Mineral Program Cement Report 	  	   	  	   	  	  
 
4.3. Cement Consumption 
World cement consumption grew from 2782 million tons in 2008 to 3276 million tons in 2010, 
which corresponds to a cagr of 5,6%. In the figure below, it is possible to see the strong 
impact of the financial crisis in the most developed economies with American consumption 
decreasing 9% in 2009 and European 18%. The decrease of 9% in America is a result of a 
strong 24% decrease in North America. It is also important to highlight the performance of 
emerging economies which have been experiencing high growth rates namely China that grew 
about 38% between 2008 and 2010. Regarding future expectations, Credit Suisse analysts 
believe that cement industry will keep growing in the five regions.     
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Figure 16: Evolution of cement consumption (million   tons) 	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   2008	   2009	   2010	   2011E	   2012E	   2013E	   2014E	  
Global	   Consumption	   2.782	   2.985	   3.276	   3.515	   3.593	   3.707	   3.796	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   7%	   10%	   7%	   2%	   3%	   2%	  
America	   Consumption	   253	   230	   238	   247	   254	   261	   275	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   -­‐9%	   3%	   4%	   3%	   3%	   5%	  
Europe	   Consumption	   406	   334	   330	   344	   349	   355	   387	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   -­‐18%	   -­‐1%	   4%	   1%	   2%	   9%	  
Middle	  East	   Consumption	   141	   153	   162	   175	   185	   193	   201	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   9%	   6%	   8%	   6%	   4%	   4%	  
Africa	   Consumption	   132	   146	   152	   155	   159	   164	   172	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   11%	   4%	   2%	   3%	   3%	   5%	  
Asia	   Consumption	   1.849	   2.122	   2.395	   2.594	   2.646	   2.734	   2.762	  
	  	   %	  chg.	   	  	   15%	   13%	   8%	   2%	   3%	   1%	  
Source: GCR, International Cement Review, Credit Suisse estimates 	  	   	  	   	  	  
 
The following graphic aims to show the evolution of cement consumption per capita in 
markets where Cimpor is present as well as compare them with the global average. Said that, 
it is possible to conclude that Brazil, South Africa and India are the only markets with a 
consumption level lower than the global average, which indicates a strong potential to grow. 
Concerning past trends, it is easy to identify two distinct groups: the developed countries 
(Portugal and Spain) which are facing a ruthless decrease since 2008 and developing 
countries (Brazil, Egypt, Morocco and China) which have been growing consecutively since 
2008.    
 
Figure 17: Evolution of cement consumption (kg per capita) 	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  
	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Source: European Cement Association 	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4.4. Price 
The increasing price of cement is one of the main priorities of the industry. Considering the 
substantial expected inflation (figure 21) that will lead to an increase of costs (fixed, energy 
and transportation), an increase of price is almost mandatory in order to at least maintain 
margins. In this sense, producers will try to augment the cement price, which might be 
extremely difficult considering the decrease of consumption growth and utilization rates. In 
figure 18, it is possible to see that according to Credit Suisse analysts, the price of cement will 
increase globally with emerging markets playing a major role in that growth. 
 
Figure 18: Cement Price forecast 	  	  
	  	   2012E	   2013E	  
Brazil	   3%	   3%	  
China	   0%	   0%	  
Egypt	   -­‐3%	   0%	  
India	   3%	   3%	  
Morocco	   1%	   1%	  
South	  Africa	   2%	   2%	  
Spain	   -­‐2%	   -­‐1%	  
Global	   1,5%	   1,9%	  
Mature	  Markets	   1,2%	   1,1%	  
Emerging	  Markets	   2%	   2%	  
Source: Credit Suisse estimates 	  	  
4.5. Main Players 
Cement industry is considered a concentrated industry in different regions, with few firms 
having large market shares. This fact is a result of the high fixed costs to open a plants as well 
as the elevated cost to transport the product by land. The table below presents the top ten 
cement producers in the world and its key financial indicators. It is interesting to notice that 
eight of them are European despite the fact that Europe only accounts for 10% of the world 
cement consumption. 
 
In terms of operational performance note that Cimpor has the best EBITDA margin (26,3%) 
comparing with its main competitors. Regarding the firm financial leverage it can be said that 
Cimpor is below average (3,64%) and it is ranked in 4th place of the firms with lower Net 
Debt to EBITDA ratio. 
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Figure 19: Top 10 Cement players 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Players	  -­‐	  2011	   Lafarge	   Holcim	   Heidelberg	   Cemex	   Italcimenti	   Taiheiyo	   CRH	   Buzzi	  	   Cimpor	   Titan	  Unicem	  
Unit:	  million	  €	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Revenue	   15.284	   16.862	   12.901	   11.002	   4.720	   6.585	   18.081	   2.787	   2.275	   1.069	  
EBITDA	   2.772	   3.217	   2.379	   1.715	   825	   643	   1.656	   429	   599	   127	  
EBITDA	  Margin	   18,1%	   19,1%	   18,4%	   15,6%	   17,5%	   9,8%	   9,2%	   15,4%	   26,3%	   11,9%	  
Net	  Debt	   12.035	   9.490	   7.390	   12.919	   2.219	   4.512	   3.658	   1.136	   1.597	   155	  
Net	  Debt/EBITDA	   4,34	   2,95	   3,11	   7,53	   2,69	   7,02	   2,21	   2,65	   2,67	   1,22	  
Capacity	  (mn	  tons)	   217	   212	   116	   96	   75	   57	   50	   45	   35	   16	  
Source: Bloomberg 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
4.6. Porter’s Five Forces 
Porter’s five forces framework aims to measure the attractiveness of the industry by analyzing 
the threat of new entrants, threat of substitutes, power of suppliers, power of buyers and the 
industry rivalry.   
 
Starting with the threat of new entrants, the cement industry has high barriers to enter as well 
as high barriers to exit. The entry barriers are a result of several factors such as the high initial 
cost to open a plant, the huge fixed cost that demand a minimum scale for companies to be 
profitable and also the advantage of economies of scale. The exit barriers are the result of the 
difficulty to sell the firm’s assets when they have the intention to leave the industry. 
 
In terms of substitutes, the threat faced by cement industry is low since there are no other 
products that can replace effectively the use of cement. 
 
Regarding the bargaining power of suppliers, it is considered to be medium since on one side 
there are the two main suppliers (raw material and transportation), which are both 
concentrated and with enough power to increase significantly the production cost of cement 
but on the other side the cement producers generally take advantage of the low bargaining 
power of buyers and shift this cost for them by increasing the cement final price.  
 
The bargaining power of buyers in this industry is low due to the small number of producers 
per region and the lack of substitute products that makes the demand for cement to be 
inelastic. In addition, buyers usually act like price takes which makes the price setting easier 
for cement producers.  
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Finally, taking into account all the factors described above it can be concluded that the rivalry 
among cement industry is moderate.  
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5. Macroeconomic Outlook 
According to IMF forecasts for GDP and inflation, it is expected that 2012 will be a hard year 
for construction sector mainly due to the expected economic slowdown in the World GDP. 
This fact is likely to affect Cimpor performance since cement industry is deeply dependent on 
construction sector. Moreover it is possible to notice in figure 20 that all the countries in 
which Cimpor operates will face a decrease in GDP growth rate except Brazil and Tunisia. 
Taking into account the same forecasts, 2013 is a much promising year since it is estimated an 
increase of GDP growth rate both worldwide and in the 12 countries where Cimpor is present. 
 
Regarding inflation, the scenario of lower GDP and significant inflation may represent a huge 
concern for the industry since it might reduce margins. This way, the firms within this 
industry will face the challenge of compensate the cost inflation in a market where 
consumption growth rate as well as utilization rate are decreasing.   
Figure 20: IMF GDP forecasts 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   2011	   2012E	   2013E	   2014E	   2015E	   2016E	   2017E	  
World	   3,9%	   3,5%	   4,1%	   4,4%	   4,5%	   4,6%	   4,7%	  
Brazil	   2,7%	   3,0%	   4,2%	   4,0%	   4,1%	   4,1%	   4,1%	  
Cape	  Verde	   5,0%	   4,3%	   4,4%	   4,5%	   4,7%	   5,0%	   5,0%	  
China	   9,2%	   8,2%	   8,8%	   8,7%	   8,7%	   8,6%	   8,5%	  
Egypt	   1,8%	   1,5%	   3,3%	   5,0%	   6,2%	   6,5%	   6,5%	  
India	   7,2%	   6,9%	   7,3%	   7,5%	   7,7%	   7,8%	   8,1%	  
Morocco	   4,3%	   3,7%	   4,3%	   4,8%	   5,3%	   5,6%	   5,9%	  
Mozambique	   7,1%	   6,7%	   7,2%	   7,8%	   7,8%	   7,8%	   7,8%	  
Portugal	   -­‐1,5%	   -­‐3,3%	   0,3%	   2,1%	   1,9%	   1,9%	   1,5%	  
South	  Africa	   3,1%	   2,7%	   3,4%	   4,0%	   3,9%	   3,7%	   3,7%	  
Spain	   0,7%	   -­‐1,8%	   0,1%	   1,2%	   1,6%	   1,8%	   1,8%	  
Tunisia	   -­‐0,8%	   2,2%	   3,5%	   4,8%	   6,2%	   6,7%	   6,7%	  
Turkey	   8,5%	   2,3%	   3,2%	   4,0%	   4,3%	   4,5%	   4,6%	  
Source: IMF 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
  	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Figure 21: IMF inflation forecasts 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   2011	   2012E	   2013E	   2014E	   2015E	   2016E	   2017E	  
World	   4,8%	   4,0%	   3,7%	   3,4%	   3,4%	   3,3%	   3,3%	  
Brazil	   6,6%	   5,2%	   5,0%	   4,8%	   4,5%	   4,5%	   4,5%	  
Cape	  Verde	   4,5%	   2,1%	   2,0%	   2,1%	   2,0%	   2,0%	   2,0%	  
China	   5,4%	   3,3%	   3,0%	   3,0%	   3,0%	   3,0%	   3,0%	  
Egypt	   11,1%	   9,5%	   12,1%	   11,7%	   9,6%	   8,3%	   7,0%	  
India	   8,6%	   8,2%	   7,3%	   5,5%	   5,0%	   4,1%	   4,0%	  
Morocco	   0,9%	   2,0%	   2,5%	   2,5%	   2,5%	   2,5%	   2,6%	  
Mozambique	   10,4%	   7,2%	   5,6%	   5,6%	   5,6%	   5,6%	   5,6%	  
Portugal	   3,6%	   3,2%	   1,4%	   1,5%	   1,5%	   1,5%	   1,5%	  
South	  Africa	   5,0%	   5,7%	   5,3%	   5,0%	   4,8%	   4,7%	   4,7%	  
Spain	   3,1%	   1,9%	   1,6%	   1,6%	   1,6%	   1,5%	   1,5%	  
Tunisia	   3,5%	   5,0%	   4,0%	   3,5%	   3,5%	   3,5%	   3,5%	  
Turkey	   6,5%	   10,6%	   7,1%	   5,7%	   5,5%	   5,5%	   5,5%	  
Source: IMF 	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Figure 22: Population forecasts (millions) 	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   2011	   2012E	   2013E	   2014E	   2015E	   2016E	   2017E	  
Brazil	   194,9	   196,5	   198,0	   199,5	   201,1	   202,8	   204,4	  
Cape	  Verde	   0,5	   0,5	   0,5	   0,5	   0,5	   0,6	   0,6	  
China	   1348,1	   1354,9	   1361,6	   1368,4	   1375,3	   1382,2	   1389,1	  
Egypt	   79,4	   80,9	   82,6	   84,2	   85,9	   87,6	   90,2	  
India	   1206,9	   1223,2	   1239,3	   1255,6	   1272,1	   1288,8	   1305,8	  
Morocco	   32,2	   32,5	   32,9	   33,2	   33,5	   33,8	   34,2	  
Mozambique	   22,0	   22,5	   22,9	   23,4	   23,8	   24,3	   24,8	  
Portugal	   10,7	   10,7	   10,7	   10,7	   10,7	   10,7	   10,7	  
South	  Africa	   50,6	   51,2	   51,8	   52,4	   53,1	   53,7	   54,3	  
Spain	   46,2	   46,4	   46,5	   46,7	   46,9	   47,1	   47,3	  
Tunisia	   10,7	   10,8	   10,9	   11,0	   11,1	   11,2	   11,3	  
Turkey	   74,0	   74,9	   75,8	   76,7	   77,6	   78,5	   79,3	  
Source: IMF 	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6. Valuation of Cimpor 
6.1. Valuation Methodology 
This chapter has the main objective of calculating the FY2012 price target of Cimpor’s shares 
using all the knowledge obtained through the literature review section. Said that, and 
considering that Cimpor has a capital structure stable and close to its target, the valuation 
methods chosen were a DCF probabilistic approach using WACC and a relative valuation.  
 
Concerning the DCF model, it was used a sum-of-the-parts approach splitting the firm by its 
geographical exposures which allowed to calculate the FCFF for each country individually 
and then discount it at the country specific WACC. Moreover, in order to avoid some of the 
typical problems of valuing cyclical companies, three different scenarios for each country 
were designed and a explicit period of 38 years (except in Portugal and Spain) was used with 
the goal of reducing the weight of the terminal value. To conclude this method, a sensitivity 
analysis was also done to measure the impact on share price caused by changes in firm’s key 
drivers. Notice that due to the lack of information provided by the firm, all historical values as 
well as forecasts are in Euros, which didn’t allowed to take into consideration the currency 
risk. 
 
Finally, as it was explained in the literature review section, relative valuation has essentially 
the complementary goal of allowing the comparison with the values obtained in the previous 
method and to permit a more consistent recommendation.    
6.2. Valuation Assumptions 
6.2.1. Discount Rate 
The discount rate used in the DCF model was WACC, which was calculated in Euros since as 
it was said before all the cash flows were measured in Euros. To compute the cost of equity, 
CAPM model was used with the addition of country risk premiums in order to reflect the 
extra risk of each country. 
 
The first figure needed to compute the cost of equity is the Euro risk free rate, which was 
considered to be the 10-year German bound that was taken from Bloomberg. Then, the second 
value required was the market risk premium that is equal to the sum of equity risk premium 
and country risk premium. The equity risk premium used was 6%, which is the value 
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defended by Damodaran for developed economies. The country risk premiums were also 
obtained from Damodaran that computes these values starting with the country rating (from 
Moody’s) and then estimating the default spread based on traded country bonds. Finally, the 
0,83 unlevered beta is the Damodaran beta for building materials industry and it is calculated 
using 46 firms, 5 year monthly returns and then average (simple).      
 
In respect to the cost of debt, it was computed using the same risk free rate plus the default 
spread associated to the firm rating (from Standard & Poor’s). Currently this rating is BBB-  
with a stable outlook. 
 
Last but not least, the D/E ratio used was the firm’s target since it is not distant from their 
current level. 
 
 
6.2.2. Sales  
The firm’s sales were estimated based on three key aspects: cement consumption and market 
share that allowed the computation of the quantities sold and revenue per ton that permitted to 
convert those figures in Euros. 
6.2.2.1. Cement Consumption  
Cement consumption as one of the key value drivers of every cement producer was the first 
variable to be forecasted. Actually, as it was studied in the industry analysis chapter it is 
important to notice that the level of GDP has a strong relationship with the cement 
consumption per capita. This correlation between the two variables is easy to understand since 
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developing countries (with lower GDP’s) have a huge lack of infrastructures and is expected 
significant investments in this area, while developed countries only have the necessity to 
maintain the existent infrastructures. In this sense, it is possible to expect that when GDP 
grows the level of cement consumption per capita will also grow but only until a certain level, 
then it will start decreasing until became more flat or slightly increasing. In order to verify the 
veracity of this relation, it was collected and plotted in an excel graph the GDP per capita and 
the cement consumption per capita of several countries in different development stages. 
Moreover, it was also drawn a trend line from which was extracted a function that helped the 
estimation of cement consumption per capita for future years. The figure below presents the 
results explained above.      
 
 
 
Then, after obtained the function that relates the country GDP per capita and the cement 
consumption per capita, three different scenarios were considered regarding the evolution of 
GDP per capita in each country where Cimpor operates. These scenarios were based on 
studies from reliable financial institutions such as PricewaterhouseCoopers, HSBC and 
Goldman Sachs.  
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With all the estimations of GDP per capita, the cement consumption per capita was calculated 
and then multiplied by the expected population of each country. The estimations of the 
countries population until 2017 are from IMF and from 2018 until 2050 are from United 
Nations.       
6.2.2.2. Market Share  
Cimpor, similarly to other cement companies, presents stable market shares in all the 12 
countries in which it operates. The high entry barriers in the industry as a result of high 
investment requirements can explain this fact. In this way, the model assumes that market 
shares will be nearly maintained in the future years excluding Mozambique. In Mozambique 
it was considered that market share would progressively drop from 78% to 48% because, due 
to the huge growth potential, the entrance of new players in the market is expected. 
6.2.2.3. Revenue per ton  
Finally, the last key driver to forecast the turnover was the revenue per ton, which for 2012 
and 2013 was based on a Credit Suisse’s study about the future of building materials and from 
2014 until 2050 was assumed that it would follow the inflation (except in Egypt that will 
grow 1% more than inflation). This seems to be a quite reasonable assumption since in 
Porter’s five forces model it was concluded that cement producers could increase the final 
price when facing higher costs. It is also important to notice that Egypt was the only 
exception since the revenue per ton decreased 17% in 2011 due to its political crisis. Last but 
not least, it is relevant to refer that inflation rates were obtained in IMF until 2016 and then it 
was assumed that those rates would be gradually reduced until achieving 1,5%.      
6.2.2.4. Total Revenues  
In figure 25, it is possible to see the evolution of the revenues in each country. All values 
were computed using the method previously described. 
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6.2.3. Capacity  
The process of forecasting firm’s capacities was directly linked to the sales projections. In 
conclusion, and taking into account that a country operating with a low utilization rate will 
have its margins shrunk, a good estimation of sales is a key factor to determine the 
profitability of an operation. 
 
Regarding capacity expansions for 2012, it was only considered the information disclosed by 
the firm in its strategy plan. From all the investments presented in that plan, it should be 
highlighted an investment of almost 0,5B Euros to increase the Brazilian capacity from 6,6 
million to 10 million tons until 2014. Concerning the rest of the years, on one side the model 
assumed that the capacity would increase by 15% if in the previous year the utilization rate 
were higher than 90%, whereas on the other side if the utilization rate were lower than 70% 
the capacity was reduced by 20%. However, a few exceptions were made, namely in India 
and Mozambique where the capacity increases by 35% instead of 15% due to its fast growing 
expectations; Turkey with a capacity increase of 20% since the utilization rate in 2011 was 
99%; and Portugal and Spain that suffer a capacity decrease when the utilization rate was 
lower than 75% as they are mature markets (where it is not expected a future growth in 
cement consumption). In the figure it is possible to see the evolution of each country capacity.   
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6.2.4. Costs 
In terms of costs estimations, ideally I would like to have a detailed cost structure for each 
country in order to forecast each item separately. However, Cimpor didn’t disclose that data 
which imposed several constraints in this phase. Therefore, it was used the only information 
provided that was the percentage of fix and variable costs in 2011 which were 30% and 70% 
correspondingly. Using that information, the fixed costs were divided by the installed 
capacity to find the cost per ton installed and the total variable costs were divided by the 
quantity sold to find the cost per ton sold. Both costs were assumed to follow the inflation in 
all countries but Morocco, South Africa and India. In case of Morocco and South Africa, the 
EBITDA margins are unsustainably high (>40%), so it was assumed that costs will increase 
1% more than inflation. India is exactly on the opposite situation with an EBITDA margin of 
7%, so the costs will grow 5% lower than inflation in the next 5 years and less 1,5% in the 
following 5 years. This lower increase in the Indian costs is justified by the expectation of 
economies of scale and the evolution in the learning curve of operating in that country. Figure 
27 shows the total costs of Cimpor distributed by country. 
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6.2.5. Capex  
In order to estimate the annual amount of capital expenses for each country, it was decided to 
split capex into two different categories: “Maintenance & Replacement” and “Expansion 
Investments”.  
 
Regarding the first category, it is directly related with the installed capacity, so in each year it 
was multiplied the capacity installed by the maintenance cost per ton installed. This cost was 
obtained using the last historical year and it was assumed to growth at the country inflation 
rate. 
 
Concerning expansion investments, this category was linked with the yearly capacity 
differentials. Then it was used the same method as in maintenance costs, which means that the 
differentials were multiplied by the expansion cost which will also grow at the inflation rate. 
Notice that in countries where there is no historical information available it was used the 
firm’s average expansion costs. Finally, in circumstances where capacity decreases, it was 
considered that firm can profit from that situation but only by one fifth of the expansion costs, 
since as it was seen in the industry analysis it is difficult for cement producers to sell their 
assets.     
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6.2.6. Depreciation and Amortizations 
Ideally, depreciation and amortizations should be computed taking into account the different 
types of assets in each country as well as its lifetime. However, since Cimpor did not disclose 
the information regarding both the assets breakdown by country and its remaining lifetime it 
was extremely hard to do the forecasts. Taking into account these constraints, it was decided 
to compute the depreciations based on the historical deprecation value per installed capacity, 
which seems to be a very stable value and a good estimator for this item. 
6.2.7. Working Capital  
In this section, the first step in order to compute the future working capital was to study the 
past three years values in all the 12 countries. After this analysis, it was possible to conclude 
that the value of working capital as percentage of sales was extremely stable in every country. 
As a result, it was assumed that in the future, working capital will be calculated based on the 
average percentage of sales of the last 3 years. 
6.3. Country Valuation  
In conclusion of all the procedures explained in the previous points, it was projected the 
FCFF for each country separately and then computed the DCF. This section aims to present 
some tables summarizing the valuation results obtained in every country. Notice that these 
tables represent only the final output of the model and that for further information it is 
recommended to consult the appendix section.  
6.3.1. Portugal  
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6.3.2. Spain  
 
6.3.3. Morocco  
 
6.3.4. Tunisia  
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6.3.5. Egypt  
 
6.3.6. Turkey  
 
6.3.7. Brazil  
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6.3.8. Mozambique  
 
6.3.9. South Africa  
 
6.3.10. China  
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6.3.11. India  
 
6.3.12. Cape Verde  
 
6.4. Sum-of-the-Parts  
As it was previously explained, the sum-of-the-parts valuation consists on computing firstly 
the enterprise value for each part of the firm separately and then to sum all the parts in order 
to achieve the total enterprise value. Then, to calculate the equity value it is necessary to add 
firm’s investments in associate companies and other investments. Moreover it is also 
necessary to subtract the firm’s adjusted net debt and minorities. Finally, the share fair value 
is obtained by dividing the equity value by the total number of shares outstanding. In figure 
40, it is possible to see the results of this process. 
 
According to my valuation, Cimpor’s fair value per share is 5,16€ which represents a 
downside potential of 6% compared with the market value of 5,50€ (on 18 of June 2012). 
Last but not least, it is also important to highlight that Brazil already accounts for 40% of 
firm’s value which is the most significant value followed by Portugal (18%) and South Africa 
(12%). 
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6.5. Sensibility Analysis  
After reached Cimpor’s fair value, it was tested the impact on the share price triggered by 
changes in the firm’s key drivers. In order to perform this analysis, six variables were used: 
cement price, cement consumption per capita, EBITDA margins, cost of equity, cost of debt 
and terminal growth rate.  
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Cement price is one of the most critical value drivers in cement industry, so it was expected a 
huge impact on Cimpor’s share price caused by changes in this variable. Therefore, it was 
tested a 1% increase and decrease in cement price. The results presented in figure 41 showed 
a differential between the highest and lowest price of 1,80€ which corresponds to a positive 
and negative impact of 18% and 17%, respectively. 
 
Regarding cement consumption per capita, it was expected similar results as the ones verified 
on price changes. Actually, the results for 1% variations were a positive impact of 19% and a 
negative of 18%. 
 
In terms of EBITDA it is known that Cimpor has the highest margins of all industry, so I 
wanted to test the impact of a 2% change in this item. The result of this test was equivalent to 
the two previously done and was a maximum price 18% higher than the base scenario and a 
minimum price 18% lower. 
 
The last three variables studied show us that cash flows are not the only thing relevant in 
valuation and that discount rates can also strongly affect the final price. For instance in this 
case a 1% change in cost of equity can represent a 14% increase or 12% decrease in shares 
price.  Regarding cost of debt, due to its lower weight in WACC it also have a lower 
influence in this valuation. Finally, it is important to notice that the large implicit value 
allowed to reduce the importance of terminal value as it is possible to in the 0,28€ difference 
between the maximum and minimum price.     
6.6. Relative Valuation  
As it was previously explained in the literature review section, relative valuation is not the 
best model to value a company, however due to its easiness it is widely used, namely as a 
complement to other methods. This approach values a firm based on the price of comparable 
companies and assumes that the market prices shares properly. Said that, it is possible to 
conclude that the peer group selection is one of the most critical steps in relative valuation.  
 
In order to choose Cimpor’s comparable companies, I started by selecting firms operating in 
building material industry. Then, since this industry includes a wide range of business, it was 
only considered firms that its core business is cement production (presented in figure 42). 
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Afterwards, another selection process was conducted based on four aspects (growth, 
profitability, leverage and geographical diversification). 
I. Growth: Here, I wanted to identify which companies are in the same growing stage as 
Cimpor, so I used the last two years sales growth and chose only firms with an average 
growth rate between 0% and 10%.  
II. Profitability: This is another crucial aspect to identify comparable firms, so it was 
analyzed the last two years EBITDA margin and selected the ones with an average 
higher than 15%. 
III. Leverage: Regarding leveraging it was chosen companies based on the net debt to 
EBITDA ratio. 
IV. Geographical Diversification: Since emerging markets already accounts 78% of 
Cimpor’s EBITDA, I decided that only firms with a strong presence in these markets 
could be elected as comparables. 
 
 
 
After choosing Cimpor’s peer group, the next step was to decide which multiples should be 
used. It was decided EV/EBITDA and P/E, since these are the most used in this industry as 
well as the favorites of investors. I also wanted to use EV/ton, which seems to be quite 
interesting multiple within this industry, however it was impossible due to the lack of public 
information available.  
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Using the multiples presented in figure 43, Cimpor’s relative valuation was performed and 
can be seen in the figure below. Notice that the values achieved with EV/EBITDA and P/E 
are both very close to the one obtained in the DCF valuation, which reinforces the validity of 
the results. Comparing these values with the current market price, we obtain a downside 
potential of -10% and -6% respectively.      
 
 
6.7. Final Recommendation  
The target price that I achieved for Cimpor’s shares is 5,16€, within a range of 4,93€ to 5,18€. 
This price represents a downside potential of 6% comparing with the closing price on June 18, 
2012. Therefore, since my target price is lower than the current market price, my final 
suggestion is to SELL.  
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7. Valuation Comparison  
At this stage, after completed my own valuation model, I will do a comparison with an 
investment bank report. The purpose of this comparison is to identify and discuss the main 
differences that origin different price targets. The benchmark report is from BPI launched on 
January 2012 with a price target of 5,80€. In order to do a better comparison I would have 
liked to discuss the assumptions with BPI’s analysts, however it was not possible, which 
constrained this analysis. 
 
Starting with valuation methods, it is important to refer that both models computed the fair 
value using a DCF WACC approach for each country separately. However, BPI computed its 
target price combining 70% of YE12 (5,38€) and a 30% likelihood of an M&A scenario at 
6,70€. The M&A scenario was based on transactions occurred in Cimpor’s industry. 
Obviously, the incorporation of this scenario is responsible for the majority of the difference 
between my price target and theirs.  
 
Another crucial difference is the explicit period, which in BPI case was only 3 years period, 
instead of mine 39 years. As it was explained in literature review chapter 1.3.1 the usage of a 
small explicit period is extremely dangerous, especially in cyclical companies like Cimpor. 
This way BPI is not taking into account the cyclical behavior of the industry or its current 
stage. 
 
In terms of discount rates I only had access to the assumptions of the four main markets. 
Those assumptions are presented in figure 45 and as it is possible to see most of them are very 
similar to the ones used in my model. Nevertheless, there are some exceptions such as risk 
free rate and beta. Concerning risk free rate I used a 10-year German bound whereas BPI used 
a higher value, which is a result of a basket of several European bonds. In my opinion, this 
approach is not the most correct because if there is a financial product accessible in a liquid 
market at a lower price in the same currency, the other product with higher rate cannot be 
considered risk free. In addition, BPI added a premium in its WACC that it is not explained in 
its report.   
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Finally, regarding the operations side estimations, I had a more optimistic approach regarding 
revenues, which achieved a total value of 3032€ million in 2014 against 2597€ million 
estimated by BPI. Yet, the EBITDA values are very close in the two models since I expect 
maintenance of EBITDA margins around 26% whereas BPI forecasted a growth until 30,5% 
in 2014. 
 
In conclusion, I would like to refer that despite several assumptions having been assumed 
differently, both valuations achieved a similar fair value (5,16€ and 5,38). So I highlight the 
incorporation of an M&A scenario as the main key difference between the two models.  
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8. Conclusion 
During this dissertation I challenged myself to provide a detailed explanation about all the 
valuation process. This included a theoretical section (literature review) where the most used 
methods were explained and its most controversial aspects were debated and a practical 
section in which the theory studied was applied to Cimpor. 
 
With the literature review, the most important conclusions are: there is no consensus between 
academics and practitioners about the best practices in this field and that there is no one-size-
fits-all model that can be applied in all companies. Actually, before choosing the most 
appropriate model, analysts should do a detailed analysis of the firm, the industry and the 
information available.  
 
The practice section of this thesis was focused on Cimpor, who is operating in the cement 
production worldwide with presence in both mature and emerging markets. After analyzing 
the firm and its industry, I concluded that the main value drivers of the firm are the 
development stage of the countries in which it operates, its GDP per capita and consequently 
its cement consumption per capita. Moreover, with the increasing price of transportation costs, 
the ability to reduce costs and maintain margins is also a crucial aspect that influences the 
firm value. The share price of Cimpor (5,16€) was computed using a probabilistic DCF 
WACC based approach. 
 
As a final conclusion, I would like to remind that despite most of the valuation models being 
quantitative tools, the inputs are very subjective and leave plenty of space for analysts’ 
opinions. Said that, it is possible to say that assumptions are the most critical aspect in 
valuation and are as good as the information available. Regarding the data available, 
Cimpor’s investor relations department did not disclose any information besides what is 
public which affect my valuation namely regarding cost structure and currency risk.  
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9. Appendixes  
Exhibit 1. Income Statement 
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Exhibit 2. Balance Sheet 
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Exhibit 3. Debt & Cash 
 
 
Exhibit 4. Capex & D&A 
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Exhibit 5. Portugal 
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Exhibit 6. Spain 
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Exhibit 7. Morocco 
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Exhibit 8. Tunisia 
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Exhibit 9. Egypt 
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Exhibit 10. Turkey 
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Exhibit 11. Brazil 
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Exhibit 12. Mozambique 
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Exhibit 13. South Africa 
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Exhibit 14. China 
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Exhibit 15. India 
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Exhibit 16. Cape Verde 
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